
 

Term 3 Week 6 
Monday 24th August 

 CELEBRATING Book Week  

 Year 4 Woodhouse Camp 

 SAPSASA Hockey/Soccer 
State Carnival 

Tuesday 25th August 

 Year 4 Woodhouse Camp 

 SAPSASA Hockey/Soccer 
State Carnival 

Wednesday 26th August 

 Year 4 Woodhouse Camp 

 SAPSASA Hockey/Soccer 
State Carnival 

 Year 9 Community Project 
Exhibition 6pm The Nest 

  Friday 28th August 
 BOOK WEEK DRESS UP DAY 
   CURIOUS CREATURES, WILD 
   MINDS 

 SSSA Open Boys & Girls  
Basketball Carnival  

 SHINE Year 3 - students only 
 
____________________________________________________________ 

 

Term 3 Week 7 
Tuesday 1st September 

 F - Yr 1 Vision Screening 
Checks 

 Year 5 Student Led  
Conference 

 Year 5 Block 69 Sleep Over   

Wednesday 2nd September 
 P&F FATHERS DAY STALL 

 Thursday 3rd September 

 BLOCK DAY 

   Friday 4th September 
 STUDENT FREE DAY 
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Although in recent days I have sculpted a far  more palatable and  

presentable version, in recent weeks many of you would have noticed my 

growing beard. In my home and even amongst my colleagues it has  

created cause for comment, comedy or criticism.  Ned Kelly, Bachar Houli 

and Abraham Lincoln have all been tossed in my direction as possible 

doppelganger suggestions, all out of love and jest, of course.  It’s actually 

been quite surprising how much attention something like some facial hair 

can attract, just as it can be with a change of hair style, colour or our 

clothing choices. 

 While I have been able to maintain my sense of identity in the midst of 

follicle growth and short-term transformation, it is odd how people can 

view you differently because of your appearance. I wonder how this must 

be in a very real and far more impactful way when someone with an  

appearance we’re not used to faces the world each day. The stares, the 

comments, the prejudice and even the outright hate, all due to disability, 

race, religion and other realities that are often out of their control and very 

rarely grounds for judgment.  

Although it looks and sounds different at every year level and in every 

classroom conversation, this is why we read texts with challenging topics, 

confront issues that might create disagreement and approach all of this 

with the gracious love of God.  

Although we may not all like beards and we may not achieve world 

peace and perfection overnight, the very least we are compelled to do 

at Encounter is to embrace each and every person in our College family 

and challenge ourselves to see life through the eyes of another. Above all 

else, God is love. 

 

KELVIN 

 

 



From the Head of Junior School 
In the Junior School, we have been excited about 

being able to slowly reintroduce some much-loved 

activities previously off-limits during the last couple of 

terms due to Covid-19. One such activity is school 

camp.  

Today, the Year 2's headed off on an adventure to 

Narnu Farm (HIndmarsh Island); next week the Year 

4's will be going to 'Woodhouse' and shortly after 

that, the Year 5's will be having their Block  

sleepover.  For many of our Year 5's, this will be their 

first experience in tents and cooking their meals over 

an open fire.  

For most of our students, camps present many  

wonderful opportunities that are simply not possible 

within the four walls of a classroom and often  

become the highlight of the school year! However, 

for many kids (and their parents) just the thought of 

sleeping away from home can cause feelings of 

anxiety. Some of the common worries about camp 

include: not being able to sleep properly, not being 

with friends at night-time, disliking camp food, being 

worried about the activities or feeling  

homesick. Although these are understandable  

concerns, it is important to help your child feel  

positive about camp and overcome the fear of not 

enjoying camp.   

Some things you can do to help your child feel  

positive include: 

• Talking to your child about your own  

away-from-home experiences and how you 

overcame anxious thoughts. 

• Packing for camp together then shopping for 

small items that they might need (eg. torch). 

• Give your child a special journal with little  

messages they can read while away, as well 

as a pen they can use to record special things 

they want to share when they get back. 

• Packing a small belonging that reminds them 

of home. 

Take comfort in the fact that our JS teachers work 

hard to ensure your child gets the best experience 

possible. They have been on lots of camps and are 

very used to homesick children! They have lots of 

tricks up their sleeves to help them manage 

this.  And when your child returns, happy but tired, 

enjoy the many camp stories that they will be  

excited to share with you.  
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This week subject and career counselling for 2021 is 

well underway in Middle and Senior School. With 

our wide ranging subject offerings and our  

individualised approach to pathway planning, we 

are working with our families to ensure our  

graduates have their pathway personalised for 

success both now and beyond their Encounter 

journey.  

What we certainly noticed whilst in the midst of  

enforced COVID related changes in Term 1 and 

Term 2 was that our young people are very able to 

be independent in their learning. While many of us 

assume that teenagers don’t have the capacity to 

self-direct their learning, the COVID crisis as shown 

us that they are overwhelmingly able to do so. 

They’ve found their self-agency and we will  

continue to harness this, through their learning and 

planning their careers and future beyond  

secondary schooling. We can do this for them in a 

safe and secure environment, empowering them 

to make informed decisions for a sustainable and 

civic minded future. 

These choices may include a traditional mix of 

school based subjects, but more and more  

students are choosing vocational to complement 

their journey. This year already we have students 

who have selected from a range of industries, such 

as Agriculture, Childhood Education, Fitness, Allied 

Health and Engineering.  These nationally  

recognised qualifications, delivered by specialists 

within the chosen industry, both engage our  

learners and develop capacity and a future skilled 

workforce. Any further information regarding  

pathways and subject selection can be gained by 

contacting the Front Office. 

Have a safe and blessed week.  
 

PENNY MCKENZIE 

 

 

 

From the Head of  

Middle & Senior School 



Our Encounter Junior Surf School will resume 

again in Term 4 for students in Years 2 - 6 and will  

be offered as 2 groups:    

 Group 1 – Mondays 4pm – 5.30pm 

          Group 2 – Fridays 4pm – 5.30pm 

Spaces in each group are limited, with 12 

places per group on a first in, first served basis. 
 

Students from Year 2 must have a parent/carer 

with them in the water (Kombi surf will supply a 

wetsuit free for parents). Students in Years 3-6 do  

not need a parent in the water unless they 

choose. A parent must remain at the beach for  

the duration of each lesson no matter what year 

level. 
 

Lessons are $210 per participant for the 6 weeks, 
 

payable directly to Kombi Surf. 
 

To register your interest, contact Tori Williams 

tori.williams@encounter.sa.edu.au. 

STAFF DEVOTION 

By Skye Grivell 
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1 Corinthians 4:1 

Let a us regard each other in this manner, as servants 

of Christ and stewards of the mysteries of God. 

So often I feel a sense of ‘thanks’ and ‘oh wow’ at 

work. Little things happen around me all day  

everyday that make life easier and nicer and I don’t 

always know who is responsible. What I do know is 

how much I appreciate the willingness of other’s to 

selflessly serve. Sometimes it’s a mess that’s instantly 

cleaned up, sometimes it’s a full cookie jar in the staff 

lounge and sometimes it’s someone stepping in to 

care for a child in a lesson. It makes such a  

difference and I thank God for these people and 

their willingness to serve. 

We’re designed to live in community with each  

other. Let’s notice and appreciate what happens 

around us and be willing to do that little something 

that serves others in little but significant ways. 

I have been working in Lutheran schools for the 

last 4 years based in Adelaide and have  

recently relocated to the Fleurieu!  

I have a passion for working in Junior Primary 

and have most recently been in teaching in a 

combined Year 1&2 class before arriving at  

Encounter.  

In my spare time I love to visit new places and 

be outdoors hiking, bike riding or rock climbing. I 

have a love of travel both locally and globally. 

My biggest adventure was in 2015 when I  

cycled from Canada to Mexico on the west 

coast of America. It taught me a lot about  

persistence, mindset and my body’s ability to 

eat endless donuts and ice-cream! My  

weekends are usually filled with visiting markets, 

spending time with friends and family,  

gardening or going on a road trip! 

I look forward to continuing working,  

connecting and growing with the students and 

families here at Encounter! 

INTRODUCING …….. 

Emily Frahn - Year 2 Teacher 

ENCOUNTER JUNIOR SURF  

SCHOOL - Term 4 2020 

mailto:tori.williams@encounter.sa.edu.au.
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TEACHING & LEARNING 

THE LEARNER PROFILE AT ENCOUNTER   
Reflective 
“IB Learners thoughtfully consider the world and their 

own ideas and experience. They work to understand 

their strengths and weaknesses in order to support their 

learning and personal development.” 

You cannot fully understand your own life without 

knowing and thinking beyond your  life, your own  

community, and even your own nation" - Johnnetta 

Cole  

Being reflective is an attribute that is required  

throughout life, right into adulthood. Just recently, the 

staff at Encounter engaged in a Staff Meeting where 

they were asked to reflect on the progress that the 

College has made over the past 4-5 years in relation to 

selected IB Standards and Practices. The parent  

community has also been asked to be reflective 

through completing the survey about teaching and 

learning at Encounter, which is part of our Self-Study 

process. The ability to reflect on prior experience and 

evaluate progress and areas for growth was pivotal to 

these tasks and something that adults engage in daily.  

Recently, there was an opportunity for selected  

students in Years 5 and 6 to support Lutheran  

Education South Australia, Northern Territory and  

Western Australia (LESNW) in developing a survey that 

will be used to review Lutheran Schools across the  

region. The students engaged in this experience  

enthusiastically and were required to use their  

reflective skills to analyse and respond to various  

questions. The students’ responses were articulate and 

demonstrated their ability to critically reflect on their 

learning and schooling experiences.  

In the Middle school, Reflective practice is, in its  

simplest form, thinking about or reflecting on what you 

do. As part of student’s assessment process, teachers 

have been uploading questions students can use to 

reflect on their assessments they have just handed up 

allowing them to think about what they did, what  

happened and what you would do differently next 

time. 

Providing opportunities for students to develop as  

Reflective learners is an important part of the learning  

process and one that sometimes may be overlooked 

as the busyness of ‘life’ takes over. However,  

engaging in opportunities for students to reflect on the 

learning process, such as the Student Led  

Conferences that will be offered throughout the  

remainder of Term 3 and Term 4 in the Junior School, 

the Community Project that Year 9 students engage 

with and the Exhibition, which is about to begin in Year 

6, is something we value at Encounter. We will  

continue to provide students with opportunities to  

develop as a Reflective learner throughout their 

schooling.  

ALICIA PUIATTI           ADAM PFEIFFER 

PYP COORDINATOR MYP COORDINATOR 

COLLEGE HOUSEKEEPING 

KISS N DROP ZONE 

Our Kiss n Drop Zone is designed for your  

convenience and for your child's safety. 

This zone operates under the same conditions as 

a no parking zone, which means you may stop 

to drop off or pick up children for a maximum of 2 

minutes.  

If you wish to arrive at the College earlier than 

3.10pm - please do not park in the Kiss n Drop 

Zone assuming that your child will be the first out 

of class.  

Please instead, park in the carpark. Thank you for 

your assistance in keeping our students safe. 

ENROLMENTS FOR 2021 
 

As Term 3 rolls on and we continue to plan  

classes for 2021, we ask that you contact the 

College asap if your situation is changing in 

2021.  

We are now establishing waiting lists in some 

year levels so would like to inform other families 

of places becoming available. 

This will also ensure that you do not incur a  

penalty term’s fees.  

Thank you. 

LUNCH ORDERS ON 3RD SEPTEMBER 

Please note that due to the “Block Day” there will 

be no Goods To Go lunch orders available on this 

day.  

More information regarding our Block Day  will 

follow. 

FROM THE NEST 

BOOK WEEK DRESS UP DAY: Friday 28th August  

Curious Creatures, Wild Minds 

Junior School students are encouraged to  

dress-up as their favourite book character.  
 

You can find some ideas by following the link  

below: https://www.familiesmagazine.com.au/

childrens-book-week-costume-ideas/ 
 

Middle & Senior School students might be able to 

create their own “curious creature” Unicorn?  

Alien? Monster? Perhaps your “wild mind” will take 

you on an adventure under the sea, in the jungle 

or perhaps to the moon! 

Be sure to fill out your Student Reading Record 

and give to the Nest staff by Friday 28th August 

to qualify for the 2020 Challenge! 

https://www.familiesmagazine.com.au/childrens-book-week-costume-ideas/
https://www.familiesmagazine.com.au/childrens-book-week-costume-ideas/
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AROUND THE COLLEGE 

DANCE SUCCESS 

Congratulation to Ella (Year 8) and Chloe (Year 6) 

Rosser who both recently had success at dance 

competitions in Adelaide.  

Ella received Runner Up Champion in the "teens" 

age group and won herself a place in the Dream 

Jnr Cast for 2020. 

The Dream Jr is a cast of approximately 40 amazing 

teens and seniors from all over Australia and NZ  

participating in a fully choreographed and  

professional show with professional dancers from the 

Dream Dance Company. This is run by company 

director Marko Pansic and held at the National 

Dance competition GET THE BEAT.  

She then competed at Talent Tribe Competition and 

placed in the top 5 teens and won an International 

Dance Workshop scholarship with Shannon Atkins & 

Michaeljon Slinger. Ella enjoys all styles of dance 

and competes solos in lyrical, jazz & Contemporary.  

Chloe also competed at Get The Beat and placed 

in the top 5 and was the highest scoring for her age 

group, which was a huge achievement.   

Chloe then competed at Talent Tribe and won the 

Tribe Tournament and then received Runner Up 

Champion in her age group. Chloe competes solos 

in hip hop, lyrical, jazz and contemporary.  

Well done girls on your amazing successes - the fruits 

of a lot of talent, hard work and commitment. 

Earlier this term  our Middle School 

students were lucky enough to 

have our Headspace  

representative Paul Lowe visit  

Encounter to present their student sessions titled 

‘Looking Out For Your Friends: Notice, Ask,  

Connect.’ Students spent an hour exploring the 

themes of identifying warning signs in their friends, 

how to have tricky or difficult conversations, and 

how to best find support to ensure their own  

self-care.  

Considering the nature of 2020 so far, these sessions 

couldn’t have been more timely. Connection  

during time of hardship or uncertainty is one of our 

most ancient human desires, yet this year it feels as 

if face to face connection is under threat.  

A staff devotion was recently shared where an  

ex-Encounter student shared his gratitude for the  

connections he made during his time at Encounter, 

and the way these shaped how he views the world  

today. From a teaching perspective, regarding the 

positive influence we strive to have with students, 

we don’t always see the fruits of our labour. From a 

student perspective, the relationships they have 

with staff, friends, and family help to shape who 

they are and how they view the world. In  

recognising the uncertainty of life, we can help 

young people to understand the necessity of  

keeping connected to nature, passions, the  

present, and the people around us.  

We are blessed to have an amazing, supportive, 

and genuinely passionate Encounter community. 

Positive social connections are absolutely critical. 

At school personal connections are evident daily, 

ranging from Junior School Exhibition, to  

Community Project, House events, sporting  

competitions, and The Jamieson  

Ultra. John Lennon wasn’t wrong when he penned 

the lyrics “we can get by with a little help from our 

friends.” As we continue to put wellbeing at the 

heart of what we do, please contact us if you have  

concerns, ideas, or just want to chat - your support 

is appreciated.  

THE WELLBEING TEAM 

 

Further Reading:  
 

Reach Out - Student Wellbeing: https://

schools.au.reachout.com/student-wellbeing  
 

Strong relationships, Strong Health: https://

www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/HealthyLiving/

Strong-relationships-strong-health 

 

KEEPING CONNECTED 

https://schools.au.reachout.com/student-wellbeing
https://schools.au.reachout.com/student-wellbeing
https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/HealthyLiving/Strong-relationships-strong-health
https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/HealthyLiving/Strong-relationships-strong-health
https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/HealthyLiving/Strong-relationships-strong-health
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FROM THE SPORTS DESK 

SAPSASA 6/7 FOOTBALL CARNIVAL 

On Wednesday our Encounter 6/7 Boys Football 

Team headed down to Encounter Bay oval to 

compete in the Southern Fleurieu Football  

Carnival.  

The weather was wet and windy but that didn't 

hinder the boys. Their attitude and willingness to 

compete against strong teams was evident as 

we fought hard and responded well to a  

challenge. After 3 games of competitive football 

we stood at equal third heading into the finals 

against Eastern Fleurieu School. The playoff for 

third was a shootout. After starting the Final 3 

goals down the Encounter team lifted and 

kicked 3 straight to make it the contest of the 

day.  

The boys showed spirit, skill and class as they 

fought hard against a strong opposition.  

Unfortunately EFS had a great run of goals in the 

last few minutes winning 11 goals to 7.  

Well done to the 6/7 Encounter boys football for 

being outstanding role models as they  

represented our College in this competition. 

STEPHEN MANNERS 

SAPSASA 6/7 NETBALL CARNIVAL 

The 6/7 girls came out strong last Wednesday, 

winning their first two games against Goolwa and 

Victor Habor.  They fought hard against Eastern 

Fleurieu, who have won this competition for the 

last two years.  Unfortunately, EFS were too strong 

for us and we finished the Pool A draw in second 

place.  We played Investigator in the Semi Final, 

however we didn't quite have what it took to get 

into the Grand Final.  Our last game was against 

Yankalilla, with the girls displaying their passion, 

teamwork and good sportsmanship.  

Encounter finished the day 4th overall. The girls 

can be extremely proud of their efforts as they 

continued to push through the rainy weather and 

enthusiastically played a variety of positions on 

the court.   

A huge thank you to Belinda Jameson for  

umpiring and to the parents who came to cheer 

on the girls.   

JULIE MARINER 

SSSA 8/9 STATE SOCCER COMPETITION 

On Friday 7th August, 15 Year 8 and 9 boys 

(pictured adjacent) headed to Hallet Cove to play 

in Round 1 of the State Soccer competition. Despite 

the freezing conditions, the boys demonstrated 

awesome team work and a high level of skills which 

resulted in 3 very competitive games. 

The team won their first game and lost their second 

game. The third game was a nail biter as it ended 

up a draw and so we had to go to penalty shots. It 

wasn’t until the 7th penalty shot when our brilliant 

goalie, Ty Hastings skillfully deflected their goal and 

then it was up to Harry Wilcock to score the winning 

penalty shot. 

At the end of the competition we were ranked 2nd, 

only 1 point behind first.  

Well done team! 

KERRY BRINKMANN 



 

MOBILE DENTAL VAN COMING TO ENCOUNTER 

For more information about the Program, head to our website https://www.mobiledentalsa.com.au or email  

mobiledentalcaresa@gmail.com 

mailto:https://www.mobiledentalsa.com.au%20or%20email
mailto:mobiledentalcaresa@gmail.com
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Feel free to  

drop your Bread Bag Tags and  

Plastic Bottle Tops into the  

Front Office. 


